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Stable RulesStable RulesStable RulesStable Rules    
 

1. No smoking or alcohol allowed on the property. 
 

2. Anyone who is around horses needs to have a current Liability Agreement and 
Acknowledgement of Risk signed and on file.  Those under 18 years old need to sign the 
form and have BOTH the custodial mother and father sign as well. 

 

3. Approved ASTEM Helmets are required for all riders, unless the rider is over 18 years old 
and a helmet has been declined and so noted on the Liability Agreement and 

Acknowledgement of Risk. 
 

4. Proper foot wear (closed toed shoes with a ¼” heel) should be worn around the horses at 

all times. 
 

5. Absolutely no verbal, physical, mental abuse or neglect of any horse, animal, or person 
will be tolerated. 

 

6. Pick up after your horse and yourself in common areas like your stall area, the aisle way, 
grooming stall, wash rack, in the arena, or anywhere on the grounds.  Please place 

garbage and recycling in the proper containers. 
 

7. No running horse's on hard surfaces. 
 

8. Keep all personal items and tack stored in your locker when not in use.  Items left out will 

be placed in lost and found or thrown away if mistaken as trash. 
 

9. Close and latch all gates. 
 

10. Keep the grain room door closed when not occupied. 
 

11. Keep horses under control in the arena, be aware of current footing conditions, and be 

respectful of others. 
 

12. Supervision is not guaranteed at anytime and kids should be accompanied by a 
responsible adult. 

 

13. A properly fitted halter and lead, or bridle and reins, are to be used at all times when 
leading a horse. 

 

14. Lunging is allowed in the arena if other horses are not present. 
 

15. Do not give treats to horses that are not yours, unless you have the owners permission. 
 

16. The red barn, mobile home, shop, hay shed, shavings shed, pond(s), and farm 
equipment are Off Limits, and should not be entered or approached without permission. 

 

17. Dogs must be on a leash at all times. 


